The Metal Shark 28 Relentless is a welded aluminum high performance center console vessel designed for inland,
coastal, and offshore use. Its versatile, crew-friendly layout ideal makes it an ideal platform for law enforcement,
security, and response missions. Our Relentless series models are characterized by their performance hulls and by
their sheathed foam collar fendering system that provides impact protection during docking, boarding, or alongside
maneuvers. Other notable features of the 28 Relentless are its wide-open layout, with a large flat non-skid floor that
provides sure footing, and wide gunnels that allow for easy access from bow to stern. Integrated dive reliefs on both
the port and starboard side facilitate boarding and recovery operations.

Performance & Handling: With a high performance hull designed by renowned naval architect Michael Peters, the 28
Relentless provides outstanding speed and maneuverability, yet still provides a comfortable, dry ride in rough waters.
Shown here with twin 300 HP Evinrude E-tech engines that propel the vessel to top speeds well in excess of 60 MPH,
it is also available with gas stern drive or diesel waterjet power. Metal Shark is an OEM installer for all major engine
brands and can equip the boat as required to suit virtually any customer preference. With its wide reverse chines and
near-perfect balance, the 28 Relentless offers precision handling and it turns on a dime.The vessel is responsive and
highly maneuverable yet handles predictably while giving pursuit.

Console & Integrated Hard Top: The 28 Relentless features a welded aluminum console with integrated hard top.
The hard top is available in a fold-down configuration that allows it to be quickly stowed for transport. Metal Shark’s
use of pillarless fritted-fit glass substantially enhances visibility by reducing dangerous blind spots.

Helm: The 28 Relentless features a large dash that easily accommodates all controls and electronics, allowing for
ideal placement and easy, intuitive operation. The vessel shown here is equipped with Evinrude’s ICON controls,
Optimus 360 joystick control system, large Furuno multifunction screen with GPS, radar, and FLIR camera. Like all
Metal Sharks, the 28 Relentless is a fully custom vessel that is built to order, so the customer may determine the dash
components as well as their layout.

Seating: Many seating options are available. The 28 Relentless is shown here with side by side SHOX shock
mitigating high performance seats with fold-down pistol-grip armrests and drop-out bottoms. There are numerous
options available in terms of shock mitigating seats, or alternately, conventional seats or a leaning post may be
installed. Customers may choose fixed second-row seating, or seats that fold away into the cockpit sole.

Spacious Aft Deck: In standard configuration, the 28 Relentless features a slightly console-forward design, which
creates an enormous aft deck area. This wide-open, nonskidded area provides plenty of room to work or to stow backboards and other specialized gear. A second row of cockpit seating may be easily added. Also shown here are the port
and starboard dive reliefs and helm seat gun cabinets.

Forward Cockpit: The 28 Relentless features a roomy forward cockpit with non-skid cockpit sole and ample freeboard. There’s a large anchor locker forward, along with welded towing bit. Also shown here is the integrated console
seat and backrest in the forward console.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Length, Boat Only:		
Beam:				
Operational Draft, Outboards:
Weight, Fully Outfitted:		
Fuel Capacity (Std):		

KEY FEATURES:

28’ / 8.53 meters			
9’3” / 2.8 meters
24” / 61 centimeters
6,000 lbs / 2,721 kilograms
165 gallons / 624.6 liters

Bilge Pumps: (2) 3700 GPH
Bow Bit & (6) 10” Cleats
Collar:Solid Foam Wraparound
Construction: Welded 5086 Aluminum Alloy
Dash: Large, for Electronics and Controls
Decks: Self-Bailing w/ Scuppers
Dive Reliefs: Port & Starboard
Electronics Mounting Pod: Overhead
Fire Extinguishers: (2)
Fuel/Water Separators: Racor (2)
Grab Rail Package
Ladder, Removable
Life Ring w/ Mount
Lighting: Accommodations Area
Lighting: Courtesy LED Work Lights
Lighting: Low-Level Walkway Illumination
Lighting, Navigation
Lockers: Bow/Anchor & Stern
Non-Skid Decks & Gunnels
Steering Helm, Tilt Hydraulic
Stern Bit
Windshield: Diamond SeaGlaze
Zinc Anode, Hull

COLLAR & HULL FENDERING SYSTEM:
Heavy-Duty Sheath-Wrapped Foam Collar
Bolt Rope Style Attachment System
Black rub strake
Anti-fouling paint preparation behind collar
Custom color choices & UV coating protection
Integrated dive relief cutouts

SPECIAL NOTE:
As a fully custom designer and manufacturer, Metal Shark
routinely modifies vessels to meet a customer’s specific
requirements. Customization may entail anything from altering the
physical dimensions and capacities of the vessel to the
installation of specialized equipment and accessories.
Electronics, seating, paint finish (if desired) and virtually any other
aspect of the vessel’s features may be determined by the
customer.
The specifications and key features shown here are
representative of a common vessel setup and are given for
reference only.

